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Becoming a Barbarian won't teach you how to swing a battle axe or crush your enemies (so that you

can see them driven before you and then hear the lamentation of their women). Becoming a

Barbarian is a follow-up to Donovan's cult hit, The Way of Men. Good, modern, civilized Western

men today are expected to think like "citizens of the world" - obligated to everyone and no one.

Natural, meaningful tribal connections have been substituted with synthetic, disposable consumer

identities. Without a sense of who they are and what group they have a place in, modern men are

becoming increasingly detached, disoriented, vulnerable, and ever more easily manipulated.

Becoming a Barbarian attacks the emasculated emptiness of life in the modern West and shows

men how to think tribally again. It reveals the weaknesses of universalistic thinking, and challenges

listeners to become the kind of men who could go all-in and devote their lives to one group of

people above all others. Becoming a Barbarian is about finding a tribe, finding a purpose, and

choosing to live the kind of life that undermines the narrative of the Empire.
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Interesting read. I found it thought provoking. I don't always agree with this guy, but he does make

some good points. Content may offend SJW's and the people who say they care about everyone

and everything.

Jack Donovan writes out a very well put thesis regarding today's society. First you must read his



other book 'Way of Men' to better understand this book. In 'Becoming a Barbarian' Jack Donovan

touches on how a society with unmanly men leads to a society with no identity as a whole and how

this has lead to our dysfunction which is leading to the west's down fall. A simply must read for the

state of things and if you want to make America great again.

this is the type of book that can trully change your life.If you let his ideas sink in and start praticing

you'll never be the same man again.Join those who are sick of being told what to do or buy, that

men are useless rapists pigs who care for nothing but television and sports and start the world

This book goes beyond the typical male empowerment books you may find. It helps reminds us

what evolution has crafted and what our biology knows ( even if we are in some state of denial). It

isn't a gentle read, and that is exactly why you should.

This well thought out and thought provoking sequel to the way of men doesn't fail to meet up to the

high expectations I had. Jack's unapologetically honest style and logically sound points make for

another book that has an effect on how you see the world we live in, and how to adjust your course

to best navigate within it. I read the e-copy but will be getting a paper copy to keep on the bookshelf

as a reference and to share with my kith and kin.

The chapter "Belonging is Becoming" has grabbed me by the balls and has forced me to see some

things about the way I have been thinking about myself. That my self identity /perception really

hasn't been doing me any favors.I am definitely adopting this new tribal group view and applying it

where appropriate.This book is well worth using to help boys form their self ID as they grow to be

men.

I read this book twice and listened to it on tape and I don't remember one thing from it. I genuinely

don't know if it's the book or me though. I like Mr. Donovans podcast and will probably try reading

this book again in the future.

Short but enlightening.
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